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Introduction

Westchester Citizen’s Awareness Network, Rockland County Conservation Association,

Public Health and Sustainable Energy, Sierra Club - Atlantic Chapter, and Richard L. Brodsky

(collectively, “WestCAN”) filed a Petition for Leave to Intervene and Request for Hearing on

December 10, 2007.1  Since then, the level of candor displayed by WestCAN during the

preliminary stages of this proceeding has been far below what is expected and required. 

Indeed, as explained below, WestCAN has repeatedly misrepresented facts in pleadings filed

with this Board.  

Having made that finding, we conclude that because of WestCAN’s appalling lack of

candor, it would be impossible for the Board to meet its responsibilities under 10 C.F.R. § 2.319

to conduct a fair, orderly, and efficient adjudicative hearing with WestCAN as a participant. 

Accordingly, we strike WestCAN’s Request for Hearing.
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2  See, inter alia, Licensing Board Memorandum and Order (Administrative Matters and
Directing Parties Attention to Requirements for Proper Service) (Oct. 29, 2007) (unpublished);
Licensing Board Order (Authorizing FUSE to Submit a Section 2.335 Petition) (Nov. 21, 2007)
(unpublished); Licensing Board Order (Denying an Extension of Time Within Which To File
Requests For Hearing) (Nov. 27, 2007) (unpublished); Licensing Board Order (Granting an
Extension of Time To Clearwater Within Which To File Requests For Hearing) (Nov. 27, 2007)
(unpublished); Licensing Board Memorandum and Order (Denying Entergy’s Motion to Strike
But Sua Sponte Striking FUSE’s Multiple Requests For Hearing) (Nov. 28, 2007) (unpublished);
Licensing Board Order (Denying an Extension of Time Within Which To File Requests For
Hearing) (Nov. 28, 2007) (unpublished); Licensing Board Order (Granting An Extension Of Time
Within Which To File Requests For Hearing) (Nov. 29, 2007) (unpublished); Licensing Board
Order (Censure of Sherwood Martinelli) (Dec. 3, 2007) (unpublished). 

Background and Relevant Facts

Commission regulations, 10 C.F.R. § 2.302(b), require that all documents offered for

filing in our proceedings be accompanied by an accurate certificate of service.  Nevertheless, 

the accuracy of certificates of service and the submission of multiple, non-identical copies of

pleadings has been a recurring problem in this proceeding.  As a result, the Board has issued

several Orders reminding all participants of what was required of them in this regard, explaining

in detail why these requirements were necessary, and warning of the consequences if they

failed to comply.  

More specifically, the Board repeatedly warned litigants that service must be properly

made, and that certificates of service must be accurate and complete, including the identity of

the persons served, the address to which the filing was sent, the method of service, and the

signature (in writing or electronic) of the person who has certified that service has been made

as specified on the certificate.  This Board repeatedly stated that the parties to this litigation

must not be left uncertain regarding to whom, and when, pleadings have been provided.2 

Moreover, on February 1, 2008, in an Order directed to WestCAN the Board stated: 

[P]roper filing and service of documents is essential in a complex proceeding 
such as this [and that] inconsistent, incomplete, and confusing filings [] place 
an enormous burden on the Board, other litigants, and even members of the 
Petitioners’ organizations who wish to follow the case.  [Accordingly], it is 
unfair to all current and potential parties in this litigation, and it detracts 
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3  Licensing Board Order (Concerning Certain Exhibits Submitted by WestCAN) at 2
(Feb.1, 2008).

4  See Licensing Board Order (Granting the NRC Staff’s Motion to Strike FUSE’s
Superceding Request For Hearing) (Feb. 1, 2008) (unpublished). 

5  Reply of Petitioners’ Westchester Citizen’s Awareness Network (WestCAN), Rockland
County Conservation Association, Inc. (RCCA), Public Health and Sustainable Energy
(PHASE), Sierra Club - Atlantic Chapter (Sierra Club), and Richard Brodsky (Feb. 15, 2008)
[hereinafter WestCAN February 15th Reply].

6  Licensing Board Order (Granting Extension of Time to File a Reply) (Feb. 1, 2008).

from the Board’s ability to give proper consideration to the substance of 
the [pleading].3 

Immediately thereafter, also on February 1, 2008, having repeatedly explained to the

participants in this litigation the need for certificates of service to be accurate and complete, we

dismissed Friends United for Sustainable Energy (FUSE) from this litigation because, inter alia,

it had filed an inaccurate certificate of service.4  With the WestCAN warning and the FUSE

dismissal freshly in the record, it is astonishing that the attorneys representing WestCAN would

submit a false certificate of service.  But, they did.

WestCAN submitted a Reply to the Answers to WestCAN’s Petition that had been

submitted by the Applicant and the NRC Staff.5  This pleading had originally been due on

February 1, 2008, but WestCAN requested and was granted an extension of time until February

15, 2008, within which to file its Reply.6  If WestCAN had been unable to meet that revised

deadline it could have: (1) requested another extension; (2) filed the unfinished/unedited

pleading as it existed when the deadline arrived and sought leave to substitute a

completed/polished draft at some future date; (3) filed the pleading after the deadline

accompanied by a motion explaining the reasons why the pleading was late and requesting that

the Board consider it; or (4) not filed this optional pleading.  Any of these options would have

been a legitimate course.  
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7 See Licensing Board Order (Relating to the Service and Content of WestCAN’s Reply
Dated February 15, 2008) (Mar. 7, 2008) (unpublished) [hereinafter First Order – March 7th];
Licensing Board Order (Second Order Relating to the Service and Content of WestCAN’s Reply
Dated February 15, 2008) (Mar. 24, 2008) (unpublished) [hereinafter Second Order – March
24th]; Licensing Board Order (Third Order Relating to the Service and Content of WestCAN’s
Reply Dated Feb.15, 2008) (unpublished) (Apr. 1, 2008) [hereinafter Third Order – April 1st].

8  WestCAN’s February 15th Reply was not served on the Board Members, or its Law
Clerk, either electronically, or by DHL overnight express, on February 15, 2008. 

9  WestCAN Revised Certificate of Service (Feb. 27, 2008).  We note that the addresses
listed included separate entries for each of the three Administrative Judges and the Board’s Law
Clerk, including the address in Colorado for Judge Lathrop. 

WestCAN did not, however, choose these, or some other legitimate course.  Instead,

although WestCAN did not complete work on its Reply until after the deadline had passed, it

submitted the pleading accompanied by a certificate of service that falsely represented that the

Reply had been submitted on time.  Thereafter, when repeatedly asked by the Board for an

explanation of its inaccurate certificate of service,7 rather than providing an honest explanation,

WestCAN continued to misrepresent what it had done and attempted to obfuscate the record. 

 Accompanying WestCAN’s February 15th Reply was a certificate of service, signed by

one of the attorneys representing WestCAN, which stated that the Reply had been served on,

inter alios, the three members of the Board assigned to adjudicate this case, the Board’s Law

Clerk, and the NRC Staff on February 15, 2008, by electronic mail.   As will be discussed below,

the certificate of service was materially false.8

On February 27, 2008, WestCAN again submitted a certificate of service for its February

15th Reply.  This certificate of service was different from the certificate that had accompanied

the earlier submission of this pleading in that it stated that, in addition to service on the Board by

electronic mail, the Reply had also been served “on the following addresses provided below,

this 15th day of February 2008 by DHL courier service” (emphasis added).9  Unlike the earlier

certificate this document represented that service had been made on the Board Members via
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10  See Petitioners’ WestCAN et al. Reply to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Order of March 7, 2008, Exh. E, (March 21, 2008) [hereinafter WestCAN March 21st Reply]. 

11  First Order – March 7th.

12  WestCAN Second Revised Certificate of Service (Mar. 7, 2008).  Although we had
directed WestCAN to answer specific questions and to provide tracking documents from the
overnight courier service (First Order –  March 7th at 6), this document was submitted without
any explanation and without the documentation that the Board had directed WestCAN to
provide.

13  Contrary to this revised certification, WestCAN’s February 15th Reply was not served
on the Board Members, or its Law Clerk, by DHL overnight express on February 15, 2008.

14  At this point, the Board had been served a copy of WestCAN’s February 15th Reply
only via Federal Express which was received on February 21, 2008.

“DHL courier service.”  However, the Board Members and our Law Clerk had not received this

pleading either electronically or via DHL.  Once again WestCAN had misrepresented how

service had been made.10  

The Board then questioned the accuracy of WestCAN’s certificates of service and

directed that an explanation be provided.11  On March 7, 2008, WestCAN submitted a document

identified as the “Second Revised Certificate of Service,”12 which was the third non-identical

certificate of service submitted by WestCAN for its February 15th Reply.  In this document,

WestCAN certified that its Reply had been served on, inter alios, each of the three members of

the ASLBP Board assigned to adjudicate this case, the Board’s Law Clerk, and the NRC Staff

on February 15, 2008, via DHL overnight express.  Unlike the earlier Revised Certificate of

Service, this document did not represent that WestCAN’s February 15th Reply had been served

electronically on any of the Board’s Members or the Board’s Law Clerk.  WestCAN’s Second

Revised Certificate of Service was also materially false.13  At this point, WestCAN had submitted

three different versions of the certificate of service for its February 15th Reply, none of which

was accurate.14

Although we directed WestCAN to answer specific questions, and to provide tracking
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15  First Order – March 7th at 6.

16  The submission of this document may have been in response to the NRC Staff
Answer to Entergy’s Motion to Strike (Mar. 3, 2008).  However, given that WestCAN offered no
explanation for the submission of this document, their motivation is unknown.

17  We note that the DHL tracking documents appear to have been available for
submission had WestCAN desired to do so.  Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (“Entergy”) filed a
pleading (Entergy Motion to Strike WestCAN’s Reply (Feb. 22, 2008)), in which it represented
that WestCAN’s Feb 15th Reply had been deposited with DHL at 6:53 pm on Monday, February
18, 2008, citing DHL tracking Document 53769121442.  Although directed to do so in three
separate orders from this Board, WestCAN did not produce DHL tracking documents to
contradict this claim or explain why it could not secure such documentation.

18  Reply to NRC Answer to Entergy’s Motion to Strike the Reply Brief of Petitioners’
[WestCAN] (Mar. 12, 2008).

19  Id. at 11.

documents from the overnight courier service that was used to perfect service,15 the Second

Revised Certificate of Service was submitted without accompaniment or explanation.16  This

submission did not provide any reason why WestCAN’s February 15th Reply had originally been

submitted with a certificate of service that did not accurately describe how the pleading was

served, and this submission did not include tracking documents that would show when the

documents were received by the overnight courier service.17

On March 12, 2008, WestCAN submitted an additional pleading.18  Although the cover

letter accompanying this pleading stated that it was “not made in place of or in reference to the 

[ ] Board Order issued March 7, 2008,” it did address issues raised in that March 7th Order. 

Specifically, it stated that “[a] revised Certificate of Service was filed because the February 15,

2008 Certificate was rendered incorrect due to Petitioners inability to electronically submit the

document on the 15th of February 2008.”19  In addition, enclosed with this pleading as Exhibit A

were copies of what appeared to be receipts for the shipment of documents by WestCAN to the

NRC Office of the Secretary, NRC Staff Counsel, and Entergy’s Counsel.  These receipts were

not tracking documents, did not show when the packages were received by DHL, and did not
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20  WestCAN March 21st Reply.

21  WestCAN March 21st Reply at 1.

22  WestCAN March 21st Reply at 2.

23  Second Order – March 24th at 2.

24  Petitioners’ WestCAN et al. Reply to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Order of
March 24, 2008 (Mar. 25, 2008) [hereinafter WestCAN March 25th Reply].

25  Third Order – April 1st at 6 (emphasis in original).

reference a shipment of any documents to any member of the Board or to our Law Clerk.

On March 21, 2008, WestCAN submitted another pleading that discussed the service of

its February 15 Reply.20  This document began by stating that “[p]etitioners submit this reply in

response to the Motion to Strike submitted by Entergy . . . on February 22, 2008.”21  In that

pleading WestCAN stated that: “[p]etitioners placed its Reply Brief with Exhibits in a DHL box on

Friday, February 15, 2008.”22  This was yet another false statement.

Having previously ordered WestCAN to provide the tracking documents that would verify

that they had made service as represented in the Second Revised Certificate of Service, and

not having received either copies of those documents or an explanation regarding why they

could not be produced, we again directed WestCAN to produce the tracking documents and to

explain why these documents were not provided in response to the Board’s March 7th Order.23

WestCAN once again ignored the Board’s directive, submitting a response on March 25,

2008, that provided neither copies of the tracking documents nor an explanation of why the DHL

tracking documents had not been provided in response to our March 7th Order.24

We then issued yet another Order directing WestCAN to, inter alia, provide copies of

“DHL tracking documents relating to the submission to the Board of WestCAN’s February 15

Reply.”25  To avoid any claim of confusion, we went on to describe the tracking documents as

“those documents generated by DHL which reflect when the packages containing WestCAN’s
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26  Id.

27  Id.

28  Petitioners’ WestCAN et al. Reply to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Order of
April 1, 2008 and Motion for Revision of Certificate of Service (April 7, 2008) [hereinafter
WestCAN April 7th Reply].

29  Id. at 2.

30  Id. at 3.

pleadings that were addressed to the Board and/or the Board’s Law Clerk, were received by the

courier service, and the disposition of those packages, specifically to whom and when they were

delivered.”26  We also directed WestCAN to “submit an explanation for the discrepancies in the

three different certificates of service that were represented as accurately describing the manner

by which” WestCAN’s February 15th Reply had been submitted to the Board.27

WestCAN responded on April 7, 2008.28  In this pleading WestCAN stated that:

“WestCAN’s [February 15th] Reply was perfected by service of the original and two paper copies

to the Office of the Secretary of the Commission which was deposited in the DHL courier box on

February 15th.  The receipt is attached as Exhibit A.”29  The receipts enclosed as Exhibit A were

not the tracking documents that the Board directed WestCAN to produce, did not indicate when

the documents were received by DHL, and did not reflect service on the Board.  

Later in their April 7th Reply, WestCAN stated that it was their understanding that service

on the Board was accomplished by serving the Office of the Secretary of the Commission.30 

Although each of the three non-identical certificates of service previously submitted by

WestCAN listed the names and addresses of the three Administrative Judges and the Board’s

Law Clerk as persons upon whom service had been made, WestCAN now asserted that we had

not been served because WestCAN did not believe that such service was necessary.                 

While we find this statement to be implausible, even if true it does not explain why, if
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31  WestCAN explains that they drew the conclusion that service need not be made on
the Board Members from an Order we issued on February 1, 2008.  Licensing Board Order
(Concerning Certain Exhibits Submitted by WestCAN and Associated Petitioners) (Feb. 1, 2008)
(unpublished).  In that Order we noted that “[d]ocuments may be served on the Board and the
Parties in hard copy, on CD-ROM, or as files attached to e-mail messages.”  Id. at 3.  We
offered the litigants in this proceeding three alternatives for serving the Board and the Parties. 
No honest reading of our February 1st Order could lead to the conclusion that service of
pleadings on the Board and the Parties was optional.  It is impossible to credit that WestCAN’s
counsel honestly drew their stated conclusion from this language.  The credibility of this claim is
further undercut by the fact that it was first articulated by WestCAN eight weeks after the
February 15th Reply was submitted and in response to the third Board Order requesting an
explanation of how service of that pleading was perfected.  In addition, as noted above, the
addresses listed on the certificates of service included separate entries for each of the three
Administrative Judges and the Board’s Law Clerk, including the address in Colorado for Judge
Lathrop.  The certificate did not just include a single address for the Secretary of the
Commission. 

32  First Order – March 7th at 6.

WestCAN believed that the Board members need not be served, each of the three certificates of

service reflected that they had in fact been served.  Again, the issue here is not whether service

was properly made but rather whether, after several warnings regarding the need for accuracy

in certificates of service, WestCAN misrepresented what had been done.31

In addition to our questions regarding the certificate of service, in the Board’s March 7th

order, we directed WestCAN to provide:

A brief statement explaining the differences, if any, between the version of the
WestCAN’s Reply that was sent to Staff Counsel at 12:00 am, February 16,
2008, and the version of the WestCAN’s Reply that was sent to the NRC Hearing
Docket at 12:53 am, and/or between the version of WestCAN’s Reply that was
sent to the Board via Federal Express on February 20, 2008.  If there were
differences, an explanation of what those differences were, what caused or
otherwise led to the transmission of nonidentical versions of the Reply, and an
explanation of how and when WestCAN learned that nonidentical versions of its
Reply had been sent to participants in this litigation, and what action WestCAN
took to notify the recipients of the discrepancies.32 

 
From WestCAN’s responses, we were able to determine what had actually occurred, as

opposed to what WestCAN repeatedly certified had occurred.

The Board received WestCAN’s March 21st Reply via electronic mail.  That submission
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33  WestCAN March 21st Reply, Table of Contents.

34  The heading only states: “WORD DOCUMENT 12:00AM Submission.”

contained a table of contents that listed as Exhibit F the following: “Redline version of

WestCAN’s Reply Brief and Exhibits highlighting the differences between the 12:00 a.m.

compared to the 12.53 a.m., paper copy, and CD-ROM submissions.”33  Although the exhibit

was listed in the Table of Contents, the Board did not receive a copy of WestCAN’s Exhibit F on

March 21, 2008.  Thereafter, on March 24, the Board received a second submission of

WestCAN’s March 21st Reply.  This submission enclosed 2 copies of a document identified as

WestCAN Exhibit F, Part 1.  The first of these 2 attachments was identified as “3.21.08 Exhibit F

Part 1 REDLINED OCUMENT.pdf” and consisted of 556 KB.  The second of these two

attachments was identified as “3.21.08_Exhibit F Part 1_REDLINED WestCAN_ Reply_

Brief_FInal.pdf” and consisted of 477 KB.  When opened, neither document, as received by the

Board, was in fact a redlined document, and WestCAN offered no meaningful explanation of

why two non-identical, somewhat differently paginated versions of Exhibit F, Part 1, were

enclosed with the submission, how they were different, and which, if either, was intended to be

an operative part of their Reply.  

Also, as part of WestCAN’s March 21st Reply the Board received an attachment that was

identified as “3.21.08 Exhibit F Part 2 WORD DOCUMENT.pdf” which consisted of unnumbered

pages that apparently were being represented as being excerpts from a Word Document

transmitted to the NRC Staff at midnight on February 15, 2008.34  Various portions of the text of

WestCAN Exhibit F, Part 2 were highlighted in yellow.  An inadequate explanation of Exhibit F,

Part 2 was made by WestCAN.  The Board, and the parties to this litigation, were left to make

what we could from these documents without meaningful guidance from WestCAN.

Upon review, the Board concludes that the highlighted portions of Exhibit F, Part 2 
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35  As a result, Counsel for the NRC Staff was left to craft a response to a pleading that
misidentified numerous exhibits.

identify editorial changes between the two versions of Exhibit F, Part 1.  Using Exhibit F, Part 2,

the Board determined that specific portions of the text contained in the 556 KB version of Exhibit

F, Part 1 that had been sent electronically to the NRC Staff on February 25, 2008, were deleted

from the 477 KB version.  In addition, several exhibit numbers were changed between the two

versions, language placed in footnotes in the 556 KB version was placed in the text in the 477

KB version, formatting changes were made between the two versions, and changes in the

language used appear. 

From the Board’s review of these documents, we conclude that WestCAN electronically

submitted a version of their reply to the NRC Staff Counsel at midnight on February 15, 2008

(Exhibit F, Part 1 – 556 KB version), that editorial changes were made in the version of the

Reply that had been sent to the NRC Staff, and a revised version of the pleading was sent by e-

mail to other participants in this litigation on February 16, 2008 (Exhibit F, Part 1 – 477 KB

version).35

The paper copies of WestCAN’s February 15th Reply that were received by the Office of

the Secretary on February 19, 2008, via DHL, and the copies of that pleading that were received

by the Board and our Law Clerk via Federal Express on February 21, 2008, were consistent

with the February 16, 2008, electronic version.

It is clear from our review that the differences between the two versions of WestCAN’s

February 15th Reply were the result of intentional editing and could not have been, as WestCAN

represented, the result of an electronic error in transmission.  After the 556 KB version was sent

electronically at midnight on February 15, 2008, the document was edited.  Thereafter, it was

the edited version that was sent via DHL to the Secretary of the Commission and later, via

Federal Express, to the Board.  
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36  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.319(g) and (q). 

Since the editing was not completed until February 16, 2008, the edited version could

not have been deposited with DHL on February 15, 2008.  However, it is not the initial

inaccuracy in WestCAN’s certificate of service that is the basis for the action we take today. 

Rather, it is the lack of candor and integrity WestCAN demonstrated by submitting false and

misleading information in response to the Board’s three orders which attempted unsuccessfully

to get a clear, honest explanation of how WestCAN’s February 15th Reply was served.  

The repeated certification by WestCAN that this pleading was submitted on the date that

it was due, February 15, 2008, was false.  The explanation of how the February 15th Reply had

been served that was offered by WestCAN in its April 7th Reply was false.  To allow the

continuation of such mendacity would be inimical to the conduct of a fair, orderly, and efficient

proceeding.

Conclusion

The matters presented in this proceeding are too important to have the time and

attention of the Board and the parties wasted by WestCAN’s unwillingness to consistently deal

in a forthright manner.  We cannot conduct a fair, orderly, and efficient proceeding if we can not

rely on the integrity of the parties, and WestCAN has repeatedly demonstrated that we can not

rely on their attorneys to be credible in their dealings with the Board and the parties. 

Accordingly, in the interest of conducting a fair, orderly and efficient proceeding, we strike

WestCAN’s Request for Hearing.36
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37  Copies of this Order were sent this date by Internet e-mail to: (1) Counsel for
WestCAN, RCCA, PHASE, the Sierra Club - Atlantic Chapter; and Richard Brodsky; (2) Counsel
for the NRC Staff; (3) Counsel for Entergy; (4) Counsel for the State of New York; (5) Counsel
for Riverkeeper, Inc.; (6) Manna Jo Green, the Representative for Clearwater; (7) Counsel for
the State of Connecticut; (8) Counsel for Westchester County; and (9) Counsel for the Town of
Cortlandt; (10) Counsel for New York City Economic Development Corporation; (11) Mayor
Daniel E. O’Neill, the Representative for the Village of Buchanan; (12) Nancy Burton the 
Representative for CRORIP.

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.314(c)(3) an appeal of this Order may be filed with the

Commission within ten (10) days after issuance, that is on or before August 11, 2008.

It is so ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD37

                     /RA/                                      
Lawrence G. McDade, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

                    /RA/                                       
Kaye D. Lathrop 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

                    /RA/                                      
Richard E. Wardwell 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, MD
July 31, 2008
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Stephen C. Filler, Board Member
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.
303 South Broadway, Suite 222
Tarrytown, NY  10591

[Original signed by Christine M. Pierpoint]
 __________________________________  
  Office of the Secretary of the Commission 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 31st  day of July 2008
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